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Off-site review of Cavernous River set
Posted by L - 2006/07/09 17:47

_____________________________________

I posted a review of the CRW set over at Michael Crawford's toy review website.
Anyone who is seriously interested in toy collecting is probably familiar with Michael, or at least with his
website. He's been doing reviews of toys for ages, and he occasionally allows guest reviewers to post
something -- this week, I posted a review of CRW, complete with pics.
I'm hoping the review stimulates interest in people unfamiliar with DF -- esp. with a lot of crossover
interest for this product. SW minis, Heroclix, McFarlane collectors -- a lot of people might be curious!
I also posted a link to the official site in the review, and mentioned the forums, so maybe we'll have some
guests lurking around -- everyone play nice!
Here's the review itself:
http://www.mwctoys.com/REVIEW_071006b.htm
L
============================================================================

Off-site review of Cavernous River set
Posted by Stefan - 2006/07/10 00:03

_____________________________________

WoW!
Thank you L, for the sparkling review! I'm blushing rather profusely right now and my Wife is laughing at
me...
It's really great to feel that your hard work is appreciated and I am very thankful. As an artist of 25+ years
I know what it's like to have nobody appreciate your work at times, but Dwarven Forge has found a great
and appreciative audience from the start. I really can't even express how wonderful and fulfilling it is to
me to not only be appreciated but also to be able to share and to see how other creative and imaginative
people put my stuff to use.
I am truly blessed!
Thanks again!
Stefan.
============================================================================

Off-site review of Cavernous River set
Posted by jkratzer - 2006/07/10 05:52

_____________________________________
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Stefan YOU are blessed with talent and timing.
Talent, because, well, LOOK at your work.
Timing because, well, you started DF at JUST the right time for it to start becoming THE force majure in
Gaming Terrain.
WE are blessed because Mari married you and has nailed one foot to the workbench! Just LOOK at all
the goodies DF has premiered since you two got married!
THANK YOU, Mari!!!
Of course, you know I'm just teasing you about being nailed to the floor and such. But still, having you
creating in ANY manner, as pertains to Dwarven Forge, IS a blessing for gamers worldwide!
And being a happily-married man myself, I KNOW that Mari is a blessing for you.
See you both at Indy!
Jim
============================================================================
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